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Abstract—The rapidly increasing energy consumption by computing and communications equipment is a significant economic and

environmental problem that needs to be addressed. Ethernet network interface controllers (NICs) in the US alone consume hundreds

of millions of US dollars in electricity per year. Most Ethernet links are underutilized and link energy consumption can be reduced by

operating at a lower data rate. In this paper, we investigate Adaptive Link Rate (ALR) as a means of reducing the energy consumption

of a typical Ethernet link by adaptively varying the link data rate in response to utilization. Policies to determine when to change the link

data rate are studied. Simple policies that use output buffer queue length thresholds and fine-grain utilization monitoring are shown to

be effective. A Markov model of a state-dependent service rate queue with rate transitions only at service completion is used to

evaluate the performance of ALR with respect to the mean packet delay, the time spent in an energy-saving low link data rate, and the

oscillation of link data rates. Simulation experiments using actual and synthetic traffic traces show that an Ethernet link with ALR can

operate at a lower data rate for over 80 percent of the time, yielding significant energy savings with only a very small increase in packet

delay.

Index Terms—Power management, energy-aware systems, local area networks, Ethernet, Energy Efficient Ethernet.
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1 INTRODUCTION

THE Internet is rapidly becoming a major consumer of
electricity with measurable economic and environmental

impact. The hubs, switches, and routers that comprise the
core of the Internet consumed an estimated 6.15 TWh/yr in
1999 [31] (with an expected increase of 1 TWh/yr by 2005).
One TWh/yr corresponds to $85 million at $0.085 per kWh
[35] and about 0.75 million tons of CO2 [3]. Projections of
growth are less clear, but it appears that electronic
equipment (most of it connected to the Internet) is the
fastest growing consumer of electricity. In 2000, it was
estimated that 9 percent of the commercial sector electricity
consumption was due to electronic office and telecommu-
nications equipment [31]. In addition to the network
equipment at the core of the Internet are all of the desktop
PCs and new commercial and residential devices that
connect to the Internet via Ethernet links. It is estimated that
the energy consumption of the Ethernet network interface
controllers (NICs) in desktop PCs and other network edge
devices in the US was approximately 5.3 TWh/yr in 2005
[26]. The energy used by Ethernet links is growing rapidly
as the default link data rate for desktop PCs and other
network edge devices increases from 100 Mbps to 1 Gbps

(and eventually to 10 Gbps), and the overall number of
Ethernet-connected devices also increases.

Measurements have shown that 1 Gbps Ethernet links
consume about 4 W more than 100 Mbps links [16]. A
10 Gbps Ethernet link may consume more, from 10 to 20 W
[16]. We have found that idle and fully utilized Ethernet
links consume about the same amount of power. That is,
Ethernet power consumption is independent of link
utilization. Measurements show that the average utilization
of desktop Ethernet links is mostly in the range of 1 percent
to 5 percent [5], [28]. Thus, there is opportunity for
significant energy savings with user-imperceptible impact
to packet delay by operating links at a lower data rate
during low utilization periods. We seek to improve
Ethernet so that energy use is proportional to link
utilization. One means to achieve this is to adaptively vary
the link rate to match the offered load or utilization.
Adaptive Link Rate (ALR) was proposed by Nordman and
Christensen at an IEEE 802.3 tutorial in July 2005 as a means
of automatically switching the data rate of a full-duplex
Ethernet link to match link utilization [26]. ALR was first
described in [16] by Gunaratne et al. ALR is intended to use
existing Ethernet data rates (that is, 10 Mbps, 100 Mbps,
1 Gbps, and 10 Gbps) and is intended primarily for edge
links. ALR mechanisms determine how the link data rate is
switched and ALR policies determine when to switch the
link data rate. A good policy should maximize the time
spent in a low data rate while minimizing increased packet
delay. Thus, the key performance trade-off is packet delay
versus energy savings. Energy savings are achieved by
operating at a low link data rate (for example, 100 Mbps
instead of 1 Gbps). In this paper, we present a system
design for ALR and investigate ALR policies using
analytical and simulation modeling.

The remainder of this paper (which builds upon and
summarizes previously submitted work by the same
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authors in [15] and [17]) is organized as follows: Section 2
describes the ALR MAC frame handshake mechanism and
the dual-threshold, utilization-threshold, and time-out-
threshold policies. Section 3 develops a Markov model for
the dual-threshold policy. Section 3 also presents numerical
results and analyzes link rate oscillations for the three ALR
policies. The sampling period needed for the utilization-
threshold policy is investigated in Section 4. Section 5
presents a simulation model-based performance evaluation
for representative link configurations given both trace and
synthetic traffic as input. Potential energy savings given
widespread deployment of ALR are estimated in Section 6.
Related work is reviewed in Section 7. Finally, Section 8
summarizes the paper and discusses future work.

2 ETHERNET ADAPTIVE LINK RATE

The key challenges in realizing ALR are 1) defining a
mechanism for quickly switching link data rates and
2) creating a policy to change the link data to maximize
energy savings (that is, maximize time spent in a low link
data rate) without significantly increasing the packet delay.

2.1 ALR MAC Frame Handshake Mechanism

A fast mechanism for initiating and agreeing upon a link
data rate change is necessary. Either end of a link (for
example, the NIC in a desktop PC or switch port in a LAN
switch) must be able to initiate a request to change the rate.
ALR can only operate within the bounds of an advertised
capability of both ends of a link. It is necessary at link
establishment to negotiate capabilities, including the sup-
port of ALR at both ends and the possible data rates that the
link partner NICs have in common. Existing IEEE 802.3
Auto-Negotiation [21, Clause 28] can be used at link
establishment for capability negotiation. Auto-Negotiation
could also be used to switch data rates during link
operation, but this would require a minimum of 256 ms
(and, in reality, typically several seconds). Such a long
handshake time would make ALR infeasible due to its effect
on increasing packet delay. A faster handshake can be
implemented using Ethernet MAC frames. A two-way
handshake could be implemented as follows:

. The end of the link that determines a need to
increase or decrease its data rate requests a data rate

change using an ALR REQUEST MAC frame. The
request could be “goto low” or “goto high” data rate.

. The receiving link partner acknowledges the data
rate change request with either an ALR ACK (agrees
to change the data rate) or ALR NACK (does not
agree) MAC frame.

Fig. 1 shows a MAC frame handshake followed by a link
resynchronization.

An ALR ACK response would trigger a link data rate
switch (rate transition) and link resynchronization. The total
time for the handshake plus resynchronization, Tswitch,
could likely be less than 100 microseconds for 1 Gbps
Ethernet. This is based on a reasonable 10,000 clock cycles
needed for link resynchronization. For 10 Gbps, more work
needs to be done to understand if link retraining needs to be
done every time a link is resynchronized or only at link
establishment. The duration of Tswitch is critical to the
performance of ALR.

2.2 ALR Dual-Threshold Policy

The simplest ALR policy is based on output buffer
occupancy, or queue length, threshold crossing. Fig. 2
shows an NIC output buffer with high (qHigh) and low
(qLow) queue thresholds. Two thresholds are used to
introduce hysteresis into the system and prevent a trivial
oscillation between rates. The dual-threshold policy is
shown in the finite-state machine (FSM) in Fig. 3, where
the output buffer queue thresholds are qLow and qHigh.
Fig. 4 defines the FSM timers, system parameters, and
internal variables for this FSM and also for a subsequent
FSM. The states HIGH and LOW correspond to high and
low link data rates. Timers are expired when not timing
and, when reset, they begin to count down to their expired
condition. The actions to be taken if link resynchronization
fails are not shown. It is assumed that one side starts (for
example, at link initialization) with reqLow as true and the
other side with it as false and both sides always start in the
HIGH state.

If the output buffer queue length in a NIC or switch port
exceeds qHigh, then the data rate must be transitioned to
high, as shown in transition 8 in the FSM in Fig. 3. The only
allowable response from the other side is an ACK. That is,
the other side cannot disagree with a request to increase the
link data rate. If the output queue decreases below qLow,
then the data rate can be reduced to low if both sides agree.
This is shown in transitions 1 and 2. If the other side does
not agree and returns a NACK, as shown in transition 3, it is
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Fig. 1. Timing diagram for an ALR MAC frame handshake mechanism.

Fig. 2. Example NIC output buffer with high and low thresholds.



now this other side that must request the low data rate
when its queue length is below its qLow threshold.
Transitions 4 and 5 show the other side requesting to
reduce the rate to low and this side agreeing by sending an
ACK in transition 4 or not agreeing by sending a NACK in
transition 5. The internal variable reqLow in the FSM is
used to prevent one side from repeatedly requesting to
reduce the data rate when the other side cannot agree with
the request (for example, if one side has high utilization and
the other side is idle).

2.3 ALR Utilization-Threshold Policy

The dual-threshold policy can oscillate between data rates
given smooth traffic input or bursty traffic with long

duration bursts causing increased response time and
variability. The oscillation of link rates will occur if the
packet arrival rate at the low link data rate is high enough to
cause a high threshold crossing (qHigh) at the low data rate
but not high enough to maintain the queue length above the
low threshold (qLow) at the high data rate. To study the
problem of link rate oscillation, we conducted an experi-
ment for a simulated NIC with link data rates of 100 Mbps
and 1 Gbps given Poisson (smooth) arrivals of packets of
constant length of 1,500 bytes. This system (without ALR)
can be trivially modeled as an M/D/1 queue. Fig. 5 shows
the utilization at 1 Gbps versus the mean packet delay for
an M/D/1 queue and for a simulated M/D/1 queue with
the dual-threshold ALR policy. The two dashed-line curves
in Fig. 5 show the mean packet delay for M/D/1. As the
packet arrival rate (the utilization) increases when in the
low link data rate, the packet delay (that is, the queuing
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Fig. 3. FSM for the ALR dual-threshold policy.

Fig. 4. ALR variables, timers, and parameters. (a) For the FSM in Fig. 3.

(b) For the FSM in Fig. 6. Fig. 5. ALR dual-threshold policy and M/D/1.



delay) also increases and will reach an unacceptable level.
Thus, at some utilization level less than 10 percent of
1 Gbps, the data rate should be switched from 100 Mbps to
1 Gbps and remain in the 1 Gbps high link data rate. For the
simulated M/D/1 queue, we used qLow ¼ 0 Kbytes,
qHigh ¼ 32 Kbytes, and Tswitch ¼ 1 ms, corresponding to
what we believe is a reasonable output buffer size [2] and
rate-switching time for an Ethernet NIC. We assumed that
all ALR data rate switch requests are always ACKed. The
mean packet delay for the ALR-controlled queue is the
solid-line curve in Fig. 5. It can be seen that mean packet
delay increases similarly to the M/D/1 curve for 100 Mbps,
but does not decline once the arrival rate (utilization) is
greater than 100 Mbps (which occurs at 10 percent
utilization at 1 Gbps). This is due to the dual-threshold
policy causing the link data rate to oscillate between
100 Mbps and 1 Gbps and incur significant delays from
the 1 ms rate switching time ðTswitchÞ. Oscillation is studied
further in Section 3.3.

To prevent oscillation, a utilization-threshold policy was
developed. If link utilization is explicitly monitored and
used in the decision to transition between data rates, the
effect of oscillations on packet delay, seen in Fig. 5, can be
reduced or eliminated. The FSM in Fig. 6 shows the
monitoring for link utilization by counting the number of
bytes transmitted during a time period (the timer, thresh-
olds, and variables are defined in Fig. 4). Utilization
monitoring is based on counting the bytes sent in an interval
tUtil. An explicit utilization test is added to transitions 1, 4,
and 5 in the FSM in Fig. 3. The condition ðqLen < qLowÞ is
replaced with ððqLen < qLowÞ ^ ðuBytes < uThreshÞÞ. These
changes to the FSM in Fig. 3 and the new FSM in Fig. 6
constitute the utilization-threshold policy.

2.4 ALR Time-Out-Threshold Policy

Counting the number of bytes transmitted within a time
period requires additional accumulators and registers that
could increase the complexity of an ALR-capable NIC.
Therefore, we also investigated a heuristic policy—called
the ALR time-out-threshold policy—to maintain the link at
a high data rate for a predetermined period of time
following a switch from a low to a high link data rate. For
the ALR time-out-threshold policy, two new timers are
defined: 1) tMinHigh for the minimum time for the link to
stay in the high data rate and 2) tMinLow for the minimum
time the link should stay in the low data rate before
switching to the high data rate. The timer tMinHigh is reset
and restarted upon switching to the high rate and the link
data rate is maintained at the high rate until the timer

expires, irrespective of the queue length. When tMinHigh
has expired, if the queue length is below the qLow
threshold, the link data rate is switched to the low rate.
The timer tMinLow is always reset and restarted upon
switching to the low data rate. Switching to the high rate is
triggered by a queue threshold crossing of the qHigh
threshold even if tMinLow has not expired. The policy can
be made adaptive such that the initial value of tMinHigh is
doubled if the timer tMinLow has not expired when the
qHigh threshold is crossed. The ALR time-out-threshold
policy requires a heuristic setting of the tMinLow and
tMinHigh values.

3 MARKOV MODEL OF THE DUAL-THRESHOLD

POLICY

Assuming Poisson arrivals and exponential service times,
the ALR dual-threshold policy can be modeled as a state-
dependent service-rate, single-server queue where rate
transition cannot occur during a service (that is, a service
period must complete before the rate can transition). In the
case of an Ethernet link, rate transition clearly cannot occur
during a packet transmission (a service period); it can only
occur after the completion of packet transmission. In this
section, we model single and dual-threshold systems with
rate transition possible only on service period completion.

We define that packets arrive at a rate � and are serviced at
a low service rate �1 or a high service rate � ð�1 < �Þ with
respective utilizations as �1 ¼ �=�1 and � ¼ �=�, where � < 1

for stability. In a single-threshold policy, the output buffer
occupancy level equaling or exceeding a threshold value k
causes the service rate to switch from �1 to �. An output
buffer queue length dropping below k causes the service
rate to switch from � to �1. In a dual-threshold policy, two
buffer occupancy thresholds k1 and k2 are defined, where
k1 < k2 (thus, k1 corresponds to qLow and k2 to qHigh). An
output buffer occupancy level equaling or exceeding
threshold value k2 causes the service rate to switch from
�1 to � if the present rate is �1. An output buffer occupancy
level dropping below threshold value k1 causes the data
rate to switch from � to �1 if the present rate is �.

Of interest are the packet delay and time spent in the low
service rate as a function of the threshold values (k1 and k2),
the arrival and services rates (�, �1, and �), and the rate-
switching time (Tswitch). We seek to develop performance
models to gain insight into the effects of these parameters
on packet delay and energy saved. Energy is saved when
the link is in the low service rate (low data rate). We derive
expressions for the steady-state probability of n customers
(packets) in the system, Pn, and the mean number of
customers in the system, L. In the derivations, we use �n to
denote the steady-state probability of state n and, unless
explicitly stated, Pn does not equal �n. The relative time in
the low rate is the sum of the steady-state probabilities of
states with service rate �1.

3.1 Derivation of Steady-State Probabilities

The simplest system is that of a single-threshold queue with
a state-dependent service rate, where a service rate
transition can occur during a service period. For this
system, closed-form expressions are readily available [14].
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Fig. 6. FSM for utilization monitoring.



Extending the single-threshold model to two thresholds
was first done by Gebhard [10].

To correctly model ALR for Ethernet, rate change can

only occur at a service completion (that is, at the completion

of sending a packet). Fig. 7 shows the Markov chain for this

single-threshold rate change at a service completion system,

which is similar to the Markov chain developed by Chong

and Zhao [4] for CPU resource scheduling. We solve the

Markov chain using direct methods (Chong and Zhao used

transforms) and then extend our solution method to solve

the Markov chain with two thresholds (Fig. 8). The states

k; kþ 2; kþ 4; . . . kþ 2n ðn � 0Þ model the case where

arrivals causing a threshold crossing occur during a service

period (and the rate transition occurs first on the completion

of the current service). The steady state probabilities of

these states are the probability of receiving n arrivals during

a service interval. The cumulative probability of receiving

an arrival before time t is

F ðtÞ ¼
Z t
0

�e��ydy ¼ 1� e��t: ð1Þ

Due to the memoryless property of exponentially distrib-
uted events, the probability of receiving an arrival before
the current service (with rate �1) is completed is

Z1
0

1� e��t
� �

�1e
��1tdt ¼ �

�þ �1
: ð2Þ

Thus, the steady-state probabilities for states k; kþ 2; kþ
4; . . . are related by

�k ¼
�

�þ �1

� �
�k�1 ð3Þ

and, for n � 1,

�kþ2n ¼
�

�þ �1

� �
�kþ2n�2; ð4Þ

giving that for n � 1,

�kþ2n ¼
�

�þ �1

� �nþ1

�k�1: ð5Þ

By partitioning the Markov chain into two subsets with no

shared states and writing the balance equations for the state

transitions between the subsets, we are able to derive the

steady state probabilities for the number of customers in the

system. Up to state k� 1, the Markov chain is similar to an

M/M/1 queue and, therefore,

Pk�1 ¼ �k�1 ¼ P0�
k�1
1 : ð6Þ

Partitioning the chain on cut (A) yields

��k�1 ¼ �1�k þ ��kþ1: ð7Þ

Partitioning the chain on cut (B) yields

��k þ ��kþ1 ¼ �1�kþ2 þ ��kþ3: ð8Þ

In Fig. 7, we see that

Pk ¼ �k þ �kþ1: ð9Þ

By substituting from (5) and (6), (9) can be written as

�kþ1 ¼ Pk � Pk�1
�

�þ �1

� �
: ð10Þ

Similarly, we can write

�kþ3 ¼ Pkþ1 � Pk�1
�

�þ �1

� �2

: ð11Þ

By substituting from (5) and (10) in (7), we get

�Pk�1 ¼ �1Pk�1
�

�þ �1

� �
þ � Pk � Pk�1

�

�þ �1

� �� �
: ð12Þ

By substituting from (5), (10), and (11) in (8), we get

�Pk ¼ �1Pk�1
�

�þ �1

� �2

þ� Pkþ1 � Pk�1
�

�þ �1

� �2
 !

: ð13Þ

Finally, from (12) and (13), we can generate the following

general equation for steady-state probabilities, where n � k:

�Pn�1 ¼

�1Pk�1
�

�þ �1

� �n�kþ1

þ� Pn � Pk�1
�

�þ �1

� �n�kþ1
 !

:
ð14Þ

Equation (14) can be refined to yield the following recursive

equation for the steady state probability of having

n customers in the system, where n � k,
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Fig. 7. Single-threshold transition at service completion.

Fig. 8. Dual-threshold transition at service completion.



Pn ¼ �Pn�1 þ 1� �

�1

� �
Pk�1

�1

1þ �1

� �n�kþ1

: ð15Þ

Equation (15) can be iteratively solved and the final closed-
form equations for the steady state probabilities and P0 are

Pn ¼
P0�

n
1 0 � n < kð Þ;

P0�
k�1
1

�þ�=�1�1 �n�kþ2 � 1� �
�1

� �
�1

1þ�1

� �n�kþ1
� �

n � kð Þ;

8<
:

ð16Þ

P0 ¼
1� �k1
1� �1

þ �k1
1� �

� ��1

: ð17Þ

The single threshold with rate transition at service
completion model extended to a dual-threshold model is
shown in Fig. 8. Although more complex than the Markov
chain for the single-threshold case, similar techniques can
be used to derive the steady state probabilities. The steady
state probabilities are given by

Pn ¼
P0�

n
1 0 � n < k1ð Þ

P0�
k1�1

1
1�1=�1ð Þ

1�1=�
k2�k1þ2

1

1�1=�
k2�nþ1

1

1�1=�1
þ � 1��n�k1þ1ð Þ

1��

� �
k1 � n < k2ð Þ

P0�
k1�1

1

1�1=�
k2�k1þ2

1

�n�k2þ1 1�1=�1ð Þ 1��k2�k1ð Þ
1�� � 1�1=�2

1

1����=�1

� ��

þ 1�1=�2
1ð Þ 1��=�1ð Þ

1����=�1

�1

1þ�1

� �n�k2þ1
� n � k2ð Þ;

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð18Þ

and P0 is given by

P0 ¼
1� �k1

1

1� �1
þ 1

1� �k2�k1þ2
1

 

�k2

1 � �
k1

1

�1 � 1
þ
�k2

1 k2 � k1ð Þ �1 � �ð Þ þ �2
1 � 1

� �
�� 1

 !!�1

:

ð19Þ

The increase in mean queue length caused by switching
service rates at the end of a service completion can be
shown to be bounded by �=�1, which is the mean number of

new arrivals that can be received during one service
interval at service rate �1.

3.2 Numerical Results from the Markov Models

The fraction of time in the low rate and the mean packet
delay are measured using the dual-threshold rate transition
at service completion Markov model in Fig. 8. The low
service rate �1 was set to 0.1 and the high service rate � was
set to 1.0 (this models Ethernet data rates, which increase in
multiples of 10). The threshold values k1 and k2 were set to
15 and 30 customers, respectively (noting that NIC buffers
are generally about 32 Kbytes [2], which corresponds to
approximately 30 large packets). The rate of arrivals � was
varied from 1 percent to 25 percent of the high rate �. The
numerical results for this case are shown in Fig. 9, where the
bars show the percentage of time in the low rate and the line
shows the mean packet delay. The time units for measuring
delay are the units of the mean service interval at the high
service rate �. It is observed that, initially, the time in the
low rate is 100 percent and the mean queue length (and,
thus, also the mean response time) increases with increasing
�. In this region, the queue length is insufficient to trigger a
change to the high service rate. However, when � exceeds
�1, the queue length exceeds the upper threshold k2,
triggering a service rate change to �. As the difference
between � and �1 increases, the proportion of packets
serviced at the higher rate increases and, consequently, the
mean response time decreases.

A simulation model (which was first validated by exactly
reproducing the numerical results in Fig. 9) was built using
the CSIM19 discrete event simulation library [33] and was
used to repeat the previous experiment with nonzero rate
switching transition times ðTswitchÞ of 10 and 100 mean
service intervals at the high service rate �. The simulation
results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11. The time in the low rate
and the mean response time are shown in Fig. 10 and the
number of service rate transitions per 1,000 time units for
switching times of 0, 10, and 100 time units as the rate of
arrivals is increased is shown in Fig. 11. In Figs. 9 and 10,
we observe that, for up to 9 percent offered load (relative to
the high service rate), the percentage of time in the low rate
is approximately 100 percent and constant. In this region,
the system behaves as an M/M/1 queue at 90 percent
offered load with a mean queue length of nine customers.
With an increase in the rate of arrivals, the fraction of time
in the low rate decreases, with the biggest decrease shown
for the largest switching time.
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Fig. 9. Numerical results for the Markov model of the dual-threshold

policy.
Fig. 10. Simulation results with nonzero switching time of the dual-

threshold policy.



In Fig. 11, the number of rate switches is shown for
various nonzero switching times. For switching times of 0
and 10 time units, the number of switches increases with the
increasing arrival rate �. However, for 100 time units of
switching time, the number of rate switches increases
initially and then starts to decrease. This is due to the
greater number of arrivals queued during the longer rate
switching time, which reduces the time spent servicing
arrivals at rate �1 as the upper threshold k2 is exceeded
more quickly than in the case of 0 or 10 time unit switching
time. As � increases, a greater number of packets is queued
during each rate switch and the time to drain the queue at rate
� increases, causing less rate switching activity. Eventually,
the time spent servicing arrivals at low service rate �1

becomes insignificant with increasing �. This is because, by
the time the service rate change is complete, the queue length
is again greater than threshold k2. At a rate of arrivals of
25 percent of the high service rate and a switching time of
100 time units, the time in the low rate is less than 40 percent
(this can be seen in Fig. 10) and the majority of time is spent in
rate switching. The dual-threshold policy for data rates of
100 Mbps and 1 Gbps at 15 percent offered load would switch
the link data rate more than 400 times per second. For a Tswitch
of 1 ms, this is more than 40 percent of the time spent on
switching data rates.

3.3 Data Rate Oscillations in ALR Policies

The number of rate switches during a unit time period for the
dual-threshold policy ðNdualÞ can be computed using the
Markov model in Fig. 8. The number of rate switches during a
unit time period is given by the number of state transitions
between states with differing rates of service. The number of
state transitions during a unit time period out of a given state
is given by the steady state probability of being in that state
multiplied by the rate of leaving that state. The number of rate
transitions in a unit time period is thus

Ndual ¼ �Pk1þ1 þ
X1
n¼1

�1P2k2�k1þ2n: ð20Þ

The service rate changes from � to �1 when transitioning
from state k1 þ 1 to k1 � 1 (this is the first term in (20)) and
changes from �1 to � when transitioning from states 2k2 �
k1 þ 2n to 2k2 � k1 þ 2n� 1 ðn � 1Þ (this is the second term
in (20)).

The utilization-threshold policy cannot be modeled as a
Markov chain due to the fixed tUtil time period. We model the

oscillation behavior of the utilization-threshold policy by
solving for the mean passage time between queue thresholds
in an M/M/1 queue with two service rates, �1 and �. The
mean time of an oscillation is modeled as the time between
successive rate transitions from �1 to � or from � to �1 for a
given arrival rate, �. The mean time between successive rate
transitions is the sum of three separate time periods. The three
time periods are the following:

1. The mean passage time ðTpassLowÞ from the low
queue threshold ðk1Þ to the high queue threshold
ðk2Þ at low service rate ð�1Þ. When the queue length
reaches k2 packets, additional packets may arrive
during the current service time (that is, during the
packet transmission time). Thus, TpassLow is com-
puted from queue length k1 to queue length k2 plus
the mean number of arrivals during a service time.
The mean number of arrivals during a service is
computed using (5). The value of TpassLow is
computed iteratively (see, for example, [25]).

2. The mean passage time ðTpassHighÞ from the high
queue threshold ðk2Þ to the low queue threshold ðk1Þ
at high service rate ð�Þ. Similarly to TpassLow, the
value of TpassHigh is computed iteratively.

3. The mean time ðThighÞ in service rate � once the
queue length has dropped to k1. In order for the data
rate to change from � to �1, the queue length must be
less than the low threshold k1 and the value of
uBytes must be less than uThresh at the end of a
tUtil time period. Thus, ðThighÞ is determined by the
probability of uBytes being less than uThresh ðpÞ and
the probability of the queue length being less than
the threshold k1 at the end of a tUtil time period. The
time period Thigh is distributed (approximately)
geometrically:

Thigh ¼
tUtil

p
Pk1�1

n¼0 �n
; ð21Þ

where �n is the steady state probability of having
n customers in the system for an M/M/1 queue with
a rate of service �. This is an approximation since it
assumes that the steady state M/M/1 behavior
holds during the time the queue length is less than
k1 at service rate �.

Each oscillation has two rates switches and, thus, the
number of oscillations during a unit time period for the
utilization-threshold policy ðNutilÞ is

Nutil ¼
2

TpassLow þ TpassHigh þ Thigh
� � : ð22Þ

The rate oscillation for the time-out-threshold policy
with a fixed (nonadaptive) initial tMinHigh value can be
modeled in a similar fashion. The time in the low rate ð�1Þ is
the mean passage time TpassLow and is computed as
described above. The time in the high rate ð�Þ is Thigh and
is simply the heuristically assigned value of tMinHigh
(given that tMinHigh is larger than the time for the queue to
transition from k2 to k1, which we assume is the case). Thus,
the number of rate switches during a unit time period for
the time-out-threshold policy ðNtimeoutÞ is
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Fig. 11. Rate switches per 1,000 time units for the dual-threshold policy

(from a simulation model).



Ntimeout ¼
2

TpassLow þ Thigh
: ð23Þ

The number of rate switches per second when using

the ALR policies was evaluated using both the analytical

expressions ((20), (22), and (23)) and the simulation

models. We assumed Poisson arrivals with a mean packet

size of 1,500 bytes and link data rates of 100 Mbps and

1 Gbps, which results in service rates �1 ¼ 8; 333:33 and

� ¼ 83; 333:33. The arrival rate � was varied as a percentage

of the service rate �. The queue length threshold k1 was set

to 1 and k2 was set to 30. For all cases, it was assumed that

the switching time was negligible (that is, Tswitch ¼ 0). The

tUtil time period was set to 0.1 and 1 ms for the utilization-

threshold policy. For the time-out-threshold policy, tMin-

High and tMinLow were both set to 10 ms.
Fig. 12 shows the results from (20) for the dual-threshold

policy, (22) for the utilization-threshold policy, and (23) for

the nonadaptive time-out-threshold policy. In almost all

cases, the values from the simulation models and the

equations are within 3 percent and, thus, the simulation

model results are not shown in Fig. 12. The only case where

the simulation model and equations do not match closely is

for the time-out-threshold policy when the link utilization is

greater than 80 percent. For this case, the mean queue

length is greater than the threshold k1; therefore, the time

spent in the high rate is greater than tMinHigh resulting in

fewer rate switches than that given by (23). These results

show that, for the dual-threshold policy, once the rate of

arrivals � is greater than the low service rate �1, a rate

switch to rate �1 will inevitably result in a switch back to the

high service rate � in a short period of time. Since, in

practice, the rate switching time is nonzero, this results in

additional packet delay. Ideally, once � exceeds �1, no rate

switches to �1 should take place. The utilization-threshold

policy is the most effective policy for reducing data rate

oscillations. Increasing the tUtil time period reduces

oscillations. At a link utilization of 20 percent, a tUtil ¼
0:1 ms results in about 400 rate switches per second,

whereas a tUtil ¼ 1 ms results in no rate switches.

Determining the optimal tUtil time period is described in

the next section. It can be seen that the nonadaptive time-

out-threshold policy performs between the dual-threshold

and utilization-threshold policies.

4 SAMPLING TIME FOR THE

UTILIZATION-THRESHOLD POLICY

The minimum value of tUtil needed to achieve a given
margin of error and level of confidence can be derived for
an arrival process with known (and finite) first and second
moments. From the central limit theorem, the probability of
a population mean, 1=� (where � is the mean rate of
arrivals), being within a confidence interval is

Pr
T

n
� a
�
<

1

�
<
T

n
þ a
�

� �
¼ p; ð24Þ

where

a

�
¼ zsffiffiffi

n
p ð25Þ

and T is the time period during which observations were
recorded, s is the standard deviation of the sample, a is the
desired accuracy ð0 < a < 1Þ, z is the normal variate for the
desired confidence interval (z ¼ 1:96 for 95 percent con-
fidence), and n is the number of arrivals. The number of
arrivals required for a margin of error of a=� is then

n ¼ z
2s2�2

a2
: ð26Þ

For exponentially distributed interarrival times, s2 ¼ 1=�2

and, thus, (26) can be simplified to

n ¼ z2

a2
: ð27Þ

Since n is known, the optimal T (that is, the optimal tUtil
value) can now be calculated for a given rate of arrivals as

T ¼ z2

a2�
: ð28Þ

The number of samples ðnÞ will correspond to the value of
tUtil in seconds. For a link date rate of 1 Gbps, fixed-length
1,500 byte packets, and 5 percent link utilization, the mean
rate of arrivals ð�Þ is 4,166.67 packet arrivals per second.
With a ¼ 0:1 and z ¼ 1:96, we get tUtil ¼ 92:2 ms. In 92.2 ms
at 5 percent utilization of 1 Gbps, uThresh is 576,250 bytes.
At utilizations greater than 50 percent, packet delay
increases rapidly. Therefore, we seek to operate the link at
the low data rate for utilizations less than 50 percent
measured at the low data rate, which is 5 percent utilization
at the high data rate.

5 SIMULATION MODELING OF ALR

In this section, we study the behavior and performance of
the ALR policies for non-Poisson traffic using the simula-
tion models described and validated previously. The
metrics of interest are the mean response time (packet
delay), the time in the low rate (energy savings), and the
time spent switching between rates (oscillation time). The
parameter uThresh is a link utilization percentage during
time period tUtil and is defined to be the number of bytes
that can be transmitted at 5 percent link utilization in time
tUtil at the high data rate. The link will be prevented from
switching to the low rate if the number of bytes transmitted
during a tUtil time period exceeds the value of uThresh.
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Fig. 12. Rate oscillations for ALR policies.



5.1 Traffic Models

The ALR policies need to be effective for 1 and 10 Gbps
Ethernet links. Characterizations of existing 100 Mbps
desktop-to-LAN-switch Ethernet links show that traffic is
very bursty. Table 1 shows the traffic characteristics of six
traffic traces, each of duration 30 minutes or greater, taken
from Ethernet links at the University of South Florida (USF)
and Portland State University (PSU) [19]. In Table 1, a
“burst” is defined as one or more consecutive 10 ms time
periods with 5 percent or greater utilization. It is reasonable
to believe that traffic on 1 and 10 Gbps Ethernet links will
likely have very similar characteristics, where the majority
of traffic volume is in bursts and background “network
chatter” (for example, ARP broadcasts) is negligible. File
transfer applications such as P2P file sharing are one
common source of bursty traffic.

In [9], Ethernet traffic is modeled as bursty with Cauchy
distributed burst lengths and exponentially distributed idle
interburst times. Due to the lack of a mean, the Cauchy
distribution can be difficult to use in practice. In [7], it is
shown that traffic bursts follow a bounded Pareto distribu-
tion, which follows from the distribution of sizes of files
stored in Web servers. The probability distribution for the
bounded Pareto is

fðxÞ ¼ �k�

1� k=pð Þ� x
� �þ1ð Þ; ð29Þ

where k and p are the lower and upper bounds on fðxÞ, and
� is the Pareto index.

We implemented a synthetic traffic generator to generate
a synthetic traffic trace (a text file containing timestamp and
packet length pairs). Burst size is bounded Pareto dis-
tributed and interburst idle time is exponentially distrib-
uted. Packet length is fixed or empirically distributed.
Fig. 13 shows a time plot of packet counts for actual and
synthetic 100 Mbps traffic where the actual traffic is from
the USF #1 trace. Two time scales (with 10 and 100 ms bins)
visually show that the actual and synthetic traffic are bursty
across multiple time scales, as would be expected for traffic
with a Hurst parameter greater than 0.5. The parameter
values used for the synthetic traffic were k ¼ 1; 518 bytes,
p ¼ 1 Gbyte, � ¼ 1:5, burst intensity of 80 percent, target
utilization of 4 percent, and an empirical packet size
distribution based upon the actual packet size distribution
of the USF #1 trace. The CDF of the packet counts for 10 and
100 ms bins for the actual and synthetic traces are shown in
Fig. 14. It can be observed that the CDF for the actual and
synthetic traces are very similar. Table 2 shows the
summary statistics of the two traces, further demonstrating
the ability of the traffic generator to generate synthetic

traffic with realistic values including utilization, mean
interpacket time, and the Hurst parameter, all within about
5 percent of actual. Note the large Hurst parameter value
that indicates a high degree of self-similarity in the traffic.

5.2 SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

The dual-threshold, utilization-threshold, and time-out-
threshold policies were implemented in simulation models
of an Ethernet NIC and a 16-port output queued switch. The
Ethernet NIC model is the same as described and validated
in Section 3. The switch model was developed and
validated in [38]. For this study, ALR has been added to
the output buffers.

Simulation experiments were designed to evaluate the
dual-threshold, utilization-threshold, and time-out-thresh-
old ALR policies. For the experiments described below,
unless stated otherwise, qLow ¼ 0 Kbyte, qHigh ¼ 32 Kbyte,
the low and high data rates were 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps, and
Tswitch ¼ 1 ms. It was assumed that all ALR data rate switch
requests are successfully ACKed. All experiments were run
for at least 10 million packet arrivals. Unless otherwise
noted, the values of tUtil were 0.1, 1, 10, and 100 ms. For the
adaptive time-out-threshold policy, the tMinLow values
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TABLE 1
Characteristics of Actual (Traced) Traffic

(1) Computed at 100 Mbps (1,518 byte packets assumed for PSU).

Fig. 13. Packet counts for different time scales showing burstiness.

Fig. 14. CDF plots for the packet counts of 10 and 100 ms bins.



used were 10, 50, and 100 ms (which is 10, 50, and 100 times
the link rate switching time, respectively). The initial
tMinHigh value was set to 10 ms in all cases.

Two scenarios for future high-bandwidth Ethernet traffic
were considered. Multiplayer gaming, virtual reality envir-
onments, and collaborative file sharing applications all
generate relatively small bursts of data with millisecond-
scale interburst times. This scenario was evaluated in Bursty
traffic experiment #1. A corporate or scientific network where
gigabyte-scale data sets and backups are transferred several
times per day (that is, with many minutes or hours between
bursts) was evaluated in Bursty traffic experiment #2. Network
“background chatter” between bursts was considered to be
negligible compared to the data rate. The experiments were:

Smooth traffic experiment. The effect of varying tUtil for
Poisson (smooth) traffic was studied in this experiment. A
fixed-length packet size of 1,500 bytes was used. The traffic
utilization ranged from 1 percent to 95 percent.

Single burst experiment. The transient effects of rate
switching were studied in this experiment. Specifically, a
single burst comprised of Poisson traffic at 80 percent
utilization and 0.4 seconds in duration was studied.

Bursty traffic experiment #1. The effect of bursty traffic with
small bursts was studied in this experiment. The traffic
generator was used to generate synthetic traffic traces with a
mean burst size of 8.4 Kbytes and target utilization ranging
from 1 percent to 25 percent. The parameter values were
k ¼ 1; 518 bytes, p ¼ 2:5 Gbytes, � ¼ 1:5, and burst intensity
of 80 percent. The resulting Hurst parameter and CoV were,
respectively, 0.80 and 3.35 for 1 percent utilization and 0.81
and 2.33 for 25 percent utilization.

Bursty traffic experiment #2. The effect of bursty traffic
with large bursts was studied in this experiment. The traffic
generator was used to generate synthetic traffic traces with
a mean burst size of 867 Mbytes and interburst times
ranging from 10 seconds to 100,000 seconds. The parameter
values were k ¼ 250 Mbytes, p ¼ 10 Gbytes, � ¼ 1:1, and
burst intensity of 80 percent. The tUtil values evaluated
were 1, 10, and 100 ms.

Switch experiment. This experiment studied measurable
energy savings in a realistic LAN switch configuration. In
[16], the power consumption of a Cisco Catalyst 2970 switch
with no Ethernet links attached was measured to be 46 W.
Each Ethernet link operating at 100 Mbps or 1 Gbps added
an additional (measured) 0.3 W or 1.8 W, respectively, to
the switch power consumption. All power measurements
were made at the wall socket. We modeled a switch with
16 full-duplex Ethernet ports where input traffic streams
were generated with the parameters used for Bursty traffic
experiment #1. Utilization (switch offered load) was in-
creased from 1 percent to 15 percent of the 1 Gbps high data
rate. All packets in a burst had the same destination port in

the switch. The metrics of interest were power consumption
(W) and the mean switch delay for packets (time difference
between entry and exit for a packet). The values of tUtil
studied were 10 and 100 ms.

5.3 Experiment Results and Discussion

The results from the Smooth traffic experiment are shown in
Fig. 15. It can be observed that, for tUtil ¼ 100 ms, the mean
response time was reduced when utilization exceeded
5 percent (at the high data rate) due to the utilization-
threshold policy detecting that the link utilization was
greater than 5 percent and maintaining a constant 1 Gbps
link data rate. It can be seen that, as the tUtil value
decreased to 0.1 ms, the link utilization level at which the
mean response time reaches its peak increases. This was
due to the length of tUtil being insufficient to receive the
number of bytes that denotes link utilizations greater than
5 percent during all tUtil time periods. Therefore, at the end
of time periods where uBytes < uThresh, the link rate was
set to 100 Mbps and this resulted in a greater response time,
both due to the lower service rate and rate switching time.
In this experiment, we see that the analysis in Section 4 is
validated by experimental results.

The results for the Single burst experiment are shown in
Fig. 16 (only for tUtil ¼ 0:1 ms) and Table 3. A spike in the
response time denotes a rate switch. The initial rate switch
occurred at time ¼ 0:1 second (which is the burst start time).
For tUtil ¼ 0:1 ms, it is observed that five rate switch
oscillations occurred. These oscillations increased the mean
response time. The mean response time was 0.19 ms with the
90th percentile at 0.73 ms and the 99th percentile at 1.88 ms. In
Table 3, the number of rate switches, the mean response time,
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TABLE 2
Actual versus Synthetic Traffic

Fig. 15. Results from the smooth traffic experiment.

Fig. 16. Results from the single burst experiment.



and the postburst lag for varying tUtil values are shown. The
postburst lag time gives the time difference between the end
of a burst and the final rate switch to 100 Mbps.

The results for Bursty traffic experiment #1 for the
utilization-threshold and dual-threshold policies are shown
in Figs. 17 and 18. As tUtil and link utilization was
increased, the mean response time and time in the low rate
decreased. From the previous experiment, we know that the
postburst lag increases with an increasing tUtil value. With
greater postburst lag time, the possibility that the next burst
will begin before the link data rate switches to 100 Mbps
increases and, therefore, the time in the low rate decreases.
With increasing utilization, the interburst time decreases
and, therefore, the possibility that, for a given tUtil value,
the next burst will start before the data rate changes to
100 Mbps increases. Consequently, fewer packets are
serviced at the lower data rate and the mean delay is
decreased. With the dual-threshold policy, we see that rate
switch oscillations caused the mean response time to
increase as the utilization increased. The results for the
time-out-threshold and dual-threshold policies are shown
in Figs. 19 and 20. The results are roughly comparable to the
utilization-threshold policy. The number of low-rate time
periods greater than tMinLow decreases as the tMinLow
value increases and the resulting greater tMinHigh value
reduced the time in the low rate.

For Bursty traffic experiment #2, we found that, for the
utilization-threshold policy, the data rate switched from
100 Mbps to 1 Gbps at the beginning of a burst and returned
to the 100 Mbps data rate at the end of the burst. With the
utilization-threshold policy, there were no rate switches
during the bursts. The postburst lag time was insignificant
compared to the interburst times of 10 to 100,000 seconds
and, thus, virtually all nonburst time was spent in the low
(and energy saving) 100 Mbps data rate. With the dual-
threshold policy, we found that the link data rate oscillated

between 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps during the bursts, leading to
a mean response time of more than 1 ms. For the adaptive
time-out-threshold policy, we found that the average mean
response time was approximately twice that of the utiliza-
tion-threshold policy (0.025 ms versus 0.013 ms) due to rate
switches during bursts and that the time in the 100 Mbps
data rate was approximately the same as for the utilization-
threshold policy.

The results for the Switch experiment are shown in Fig. 21.
The switch power consumption is given for tUtil ¼ 10 ms
and 100 ms (shown as bars), with the dashed line indicating
switch power consumption without ALR. The solid lines
show the mean response time for tUtil ¼ 10 ms and 100 ms
and with ALR disabled (that is, a constant 1 Gbps data rate).
We see that, with an average utilization of 5 percent, a
power savings of about 15 W (20 percent) is possible for
tUtil ¼ 10 ms. The increase in mean response time when
ALR is enabled for both values of tUtil was less than 0.5 ms,
which can be considered negligible for most applications.

6 POTENTIAL ENERGY SAVINGS FROM ALR

Estimating future energy savings from the widespread
deployment of ALR is difficult due to the large number of
variables that need to be considered. We first present the
savings calculation for commercial-sector desktop PCs,
which are the largest single determinant of ALR savings.
This is followed by results for a wider selection of residential
and commercial products. The estimates presented here
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TABLE 3
Results from the Single Burst Experiment

Fig. 17. Response time from bursty traffic experiment #1 for the

utilization-threshold policy.

Fig. 18. Time in low rate from bursty traffic experiment #1 for the
utilization-threshold policy.

Fig. 19. Response time from bursty traffic experiment #1 for the adaptive

time-out-threshold policy.



reflect 100 percent of 1 Gbps and 10 Gbps Ethernet links
using ALR. Although ALR will not reach 100 percent of
links, these figures do not include savings beyond the US
and no savings are estimated for reduced building space
conditioning. For a conservative estimate, we make the
following assumptions:

. The typical workday is 8 hours plus a 1 hour lunch.

. Consistent with field data, 2/3 of PCs are left on at
nights and during weekends [30], [37].

. A full 1 Gbps data rate is required only 1 hour per
workday (for the rest of the time, operation at
100 Mbps is possible with no perceivable difference
to the user).

. The power difference between 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps
is 2 W for a desktop PC to switch link (with 1 W of
savings in the desktop PC and 1 W in the switch).

. There are 72 million Ethernet-connected commercial
desktop PCs.

With widespread use of ALR, about $70 million in energy
savings per year in the US alone for the commercial sector is
possible. Table 4 shows the assumed and calculated values
for this savings estimate; similar calculations are done for
other product types.

The full estimate covers a variety of product types.
Residential products that contribute more than 5 percent of
the 1 Gbps total savings are desktop PCs, cable and DSL
modems, routers, and wireless access points. Commercial
products over 5 percent are desktop PCs, printers, and LAN
switches. Stock values are adapted from [27] and [32]. The

assumptions for the percentage of NICs with a cable
connected and the percentage of potential ALR low-speed
time are estimates. The total estimate for savings from ALR is
$300 million/year, with nearly half from residential products
and about 14 percent from 10 Gbps ALR in data centers.

The potential for energy savings is so great that the
revised EPA Energy Star Program Requirements for
Computers version 4.0 [36] states that “All computers shall
reduce their network link speeds during times of low data
traffic levels in accordance with any industry standards that
provides for quick transitions among link rates.” An earlier
version (Draft 2) further noted that “With such capabilities
in place, reduced link rates are expected to be heavily used
on Tier 2 computers, and have the potential for significant
savings.” These statements from the EPA are a direct result
of this work on ALR, as first described in [16] and presented
to the IEEE in July 2005 [26].

7 RELATED WORK

Methods to reduce the power consumption of computing
and communication devices have drawn significant re-
search interest during the past few years. Predictive power
management was first proposed in [34]. Dynamic power
management has been investigated for disk drives [13],
processors [12], and other components. Dynamic power
management can be modeled as a finite set of states where
finding the optimal power management policy subject to
constraints can be formulated as a stochastic optimization
problem [1]. In [1], stationary workloads were assumed. In
[6], nonstationary workloads were considered by the use of
sliding windows of workload history. In [29], the workload
is modeled as a Markov-modulated Poisson process and the
power management policy that best matches the current
workload is selected from a set of precomputed policies.
However, these methods require significant computation to
derive the optimal policy and to estimate the current
workload, which might not be feasible in all cases.

Within the context of mobile devices and wireless
networks, considerable research in reducing power con-
sumption has been conducted in order to increase battery
lifetime. The lack of legacy protocols and products in the
wireless area has enabled novel “clean-slate” solutions—
new transport layer protocols, new routing protocols, and
new MAC protocols, all designed to permit network
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Fig. 20. Time in low rate from bursty traffic experiment #1 for the

adaptive time-out-threshold policy.

Fig. 21. Results from the switch experiment.

TABLE 4
Assumptions and Calculations for

Commercial Desktop PC Links



interfaces to power off when not transmitting or receiving
data. Wireless networks are either self-contained or con-
nected to the wider Internet through a gateway. The need
for interoperability with existing protocols and products
does not exist in these new networks and this limits the
applicability of these solutions to existing wired networks.

For dynamic power management, solutions for wired
networks interoperability with legacy protocols and devices
is essential. Widespread adoption of new solutions cannot
be expected otherwise. Another factor to consider is that
wireless networks mostly operate at significantly lower data
rates than wired networks. Correspondingly, the need for
buffer capacity can be lower and acceptable latencies can be
higher. Reducing the power consumption of wired network
links and network devices was first considered in [18] and
[5]. In [18], it was shown that the energy efficiency of the
wired Internet is less than that of a typical 802.11 wireless
LAN. It was argued that, since wireless is a broadcast
media, this indicates that the Internet is highly inefficient
energy-wise. In [19], it was proposed to power down
network interfaces in LAN switches during packet inter-
arrival times. The next packet arrival time is predicted and,
if the time interval is greater than a predetermined value,
the interface is powered down. Reductions in power
consumption of more than 50 percent are shown; however,
the effect on packet delay is not discussed.

ADSL2 and ADSL2+ (ITU-T Recommendations G.992.3
[22] and G.992.5 [23]) support multiple link rates and power
states [11]. ADSL2+ is the recommended technology for
home broadband access in the EU. Although VDSL2 [24],
the next generation broadband access technology, has less
power management than ADSL2+, the EU Stand-by
Initiative has the goal to “trigger action on energy efficiency
within standardization” for VDSL2 with the goal of having
VDSL2 include the same power management capabilities as
ADLS2+ [8].

8 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Adaptive Link Rate (ALR) is a method to reduce the energy
use of Ethernet links by adapting the link data rate to link
utilization. ALR consists of a mechanism and policy. The
utilization of Ethernet links is, on average, extremely low.
This suggests that there is ample opportunity for energy
savings by operating Ethernet links at a low data rate for
most of the time with no perceivable performance impact to
the user. With an average link utilization of 5 percent or less
(measured at the high data rate), it is possible to operate at
100 Mbps for 80 percent or more of the time at an added
delay of less than 0.5 ms (for example, see Figs. 17 and 18
for tUtil ¼ 10 ms). The estimated energy savings in the US
from using ALR in commercial desktop PCs is $70 million
per year. When commercial, residential, and data center
usage of ALR is included, the estimated savings is over
$300 million per year.

We developed a Markov model for a state-dependent
service rate, single server queue with dual thresholds for
service rate transitions where service rate transition can
only occur at the completion of a service period (this
correctly models the behavior of a packet switched net-
work). Rate transition at service completion increases the
mean number of arrivals in the system and the increase is
bounded by �=�1. For smooth traffic (such as with Poisson
arrivals), the dual threshold policy can result in link rate
oscillation, as evidenced by a high rate of link rate switches.

We developed and evaluated a utilization-threshold policy
and a time-out-threshold policy to eliminate oscillations
and it was shown that these policies are successful in
eliminating rate oscillations for smooth traffic. In summary,
the utilization-threshold policy should be used if the
complexity of counting packet arrivals is acceptable. If this
complexity is not acceptable, the time-out-threshold policy
should be used. In no case should the dual-threshold policy
be used due to its inherent oscillation given smooth traffic.

ALR may enable significant energy savings within LAN
switches and Ethernet-connected devices by allowing
internal components to operate at a lower clock rate when
the Ethernet link data rate is reduced. It is future work to
investigate how these deeper energy savings could be
achieved. Support for more than two data rates with an
ALR policy is likely feasible if multiple utilization thresh-
olds are defined. Investigation of multiple data rate ALR
policies is a subject for future work. Also a subject for future
work is to study if ALR has effects on higher layer protocols
such as TCP.

ALR is currently a key component of a new Energy
Efficient Ethernet (EEE) task force (IEEE 802.3az) in
IEEE 802.3 [20]. The main focus of the task force is Rapid
PHY Selection (RPS), which is the name now given to the
mechanism part of ALR that switches the link rate. Policies
such as those studied in this paper are outside the scope of
IEEE 802.3 and remain an area for research and innovation
and possible standardization outside of IEEE 802.3. ALR
has significant potential for achieving considerable energy
savings in the near future as part of the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet
standard and products that conform to the standard.
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